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Rotarian of the Day: Vickie Fox

Birthdays:
Hunter Thomas 7/16

Kevin Pieper
Baxter Bulletin Photographer

Eddie Wood 7/19
Miriam Keener 7/24
Anniversaries:

Catching Up!!!

Don Curtis 7/24

Last Weeks Meeting Recap:

Rotary
Anniversaries:

Bo Gregory head of Economic Development of the Mountain Home Chamber of
Commerce came with a very interesting program today. He spoke of all the great things
coming to our area like Hobby Lobby, Buffalo Wild Wings and Jimmy Johns and hopefully
more to come. He also spoke on how they are they are there to help with economic
development questions. He encourages businesses to let their needs be known, and that
they are their to help with analysis to see if it can be made possible.

Vickie Fox 7/13/11
Dennis Behling 7/13/05
Terry Partee 7/24/96

Thanks to all the members for turning in their dues on time!!!

50/50 Winner: Cindy Stephens
June $100 Club Winner: Cindy Hegerman

2014-2015 Officers
President: Trieneke Self

Board Meeting: August 20th at Arvest at 10:30

President Elect: Dave Manley
Secretary: Garby Branaman
Treasurer: Shauna Thomas
Sergeant at Arms: Norm
Wallace

2014-2015 Directors

Missed You Last Week 7/16/14: R. Curtis, Earhart, Long, Morris, Kilgore,
Query, Schmeski, L. Thomas, Taylor

Guests: Chris Scudder, Gordon Webb, Philomena Cox, Keith Collard, Dr.
Roger Simons, Ann Manley, Shannon Baker

Administration: Dave Manley
Membership: Eddie Wood
Public Relations: Carolyn
Eckman
Rotary Foundation: Heather
Marsalis
Service Projects: Bill Self

Rotary Scholar’s unique ability in bringing clubs together
In a municipal hospital in Cubatão,
Brazil, a new mammography machine
funded by a Rotary global grant provides breast cancer screening to
women who previously had to wait
for weeks before they could get in
for a checkup with a doctor.

free, state-of-the-art pediatric care,
treatment, and support to HIVpositive children and their families in
Botswana. The growing number of
adolescents with HIV has outpaced
the center's resources. So Davis, who
had previous contacts with Baylor,
was interested in pursuing a global
grant to fund a separate adolescent
A Rotary global grant also funded
center on an adjacent plot of land.
training for medical staff and cancer
The center would provide a safe
awareness education for people in
for kids to receive life skills edthe community. Isis Mejias Carpio of place
ucation, health information, and trainHouston, studying at the University
of São Paulo on a Rotary scholarship, ing to deal with the stigma of HIV and
played an instrumental role in bring- discrimination they may face.
ing together Rotary clubs in two
countries to make the grant possible. To get the project off the ground,
Davis says he raised money in his
Members of the Rotary Club of Cu- district and called Mejias to see if her
batão, who hosted Mejias during her friends in Brazil would want to help.
scholarship, had already identified the
hospital's need for expanded health
The HIV project grant has been apservices for women. Visiting the clinic proved by the Foundation. It's just
herself, Mejias saw an opportunity to the latest good to come from Mejias'
collaborate with her contacts back
first meeting with Davis in 2011. A
home in the Rotary Club of Humble volunteer with the Central Houston
chapter of Engineers Without BorIntercontinental, north of Houston.
ders (EWB) at the time, Mejias was
for help on a clean water
"Building a bridge between a host and looking
project for a hospital in Kenya and
international sponsor on any grant
had heard that Davis and his club had
project is always one of the most
important parts," Mejias says. "It was a history of supporting EWB provery rewarding to know that my little jects. So she approached him.
participation evolved into a project
"I liked what she had proposed," says
like that."
Davis, who recalls Mejias had already
to Kenya twice to see the proThe ink had barely dried on the final been
ject, which also involved a retired
report for the mammography grant
doctor from San Diego whose wife is
when Rotary member Bill Davis,
Rotary member. "I thought it's a
Mejias' principal mentor in the Hum- apretty
secure deal, so our club beble club, approached her with anoth- came the
international sponsor and
er health-related project. Baylor Unigot a couple other clubs in."
versity in Texas had partnered with
the government of Botswana to support the Botswana-Baylor Children's "Talking to Bill we made a friendship
Center of Excellence, which provides through the months of developing

this grant," Mejias says. She told him
she was working with a team at the
University of Houston developing a
bio-filter to remove metals from water. Davis told her of a Rotary scholarship for graduate students that she
might be interested in. But the deadline was in two weeks. "I knew little
about the scholarship, but I researched it and thought it would be a
perfect opportunity to understand
more about water treatment."
Mejias met the deadline and was selected for the scholarship, but she
didn't want to abandon her work. So
with the help of her academic sponsors, she forged an agreement between the University of Houston and
the University of São Paulo to collaborate on the study and work toward
a dual PhD.
About her Rotary scholarship, Mejias
says, it made her realize "I can have a
huge impact on changing people's
lives. I was able to find my passion in
life and determine I want to create a
road for future projects."
Mejias was also recently selected by
The Rotary Foundation to lead a
team of engineers who will be traveling to Uganda to study the feasibility
of water projects.

This Week 7/23:

Upcoming Programs:

Invocation: Dave Mattson

7/30
ing

Heather Marsalis-James Rhein-Bees & Beekeep-

8/6

George Hawkey-Julie Lovett-AR State Parks

8/13

Don Curtis-Pastor Steve Martin-India Mission

8/20

District Governor Herb Orr

Next Week 7/30:
Invocation:
50/50 for the Month: Gordon Cox
Fine Master for the Month: Bill Self

50/50 & FM for Aug:

